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Military and sports memorabilia are suitably 
accompanied by swaths of cooler-than-thou worn 
leather upholstery- masculine permeation!
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FROM LEFT Inspired by the African travel poster in the room, olive bedcovers were selected, along with rust red accents surrounding the bed. | Due to the yellow used in 
the artwork hanging, the room was fused with a joyous vibe, with coordinating lights, bright ottomans, throws and table lamps.
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J oseph Giamarese and Vivian Hung founded Global Home 

after an extensive backpacking trip through 21 countries 

across six continents. Garnering inter-continental 

experience from their far flung adventures, they now 

utilise Global Home as a means to reinterpret their inspired 

discoveries into environments easily incorporated into homes 

of their clientele.

     Perched on the hilly Catskill Mountains of New York, Global 

Home yearned to elevate the interiors of their project to match 

the beauty of the house’s architecture and the surrounding 

scenery of the picturesque mountainous region. Maintaining a 

contemporary style, Joseph and Vivian mixed in modern lines 

in the furnishings, then softened them with custom upholstery. 

Common zones had to be fully functional where the owners 

could relax and entertain. 

     These areas permeates a distinctive masculine air with worn 
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RA leathers, brass accents, plush sectionals,  oriental rugs and 

sheepskin accents are abound. Downstairs, a sprawling guest 

room covers the entire level, acting as a multi-functional 

den. Blessed with abundant space, the Global Home team 

designed it to flow, so that visitors could move about rather 

than stick to a designated quadrant.

     Instilling exclusivity, the design squad made the space 

feel like a secret gentlemen’s club, displaying the owners’ 

military memorabilia and cinema posters elegantly within. 

An oversized bar proved cumbersome, hence it was halved to 

that a leather armchair sitting area could complete the lounge 

space. The pool table zone features a large sectional couch 

arranged in front of it, a smooth segue to the leather-clad 

living room. 

     At the center of the den is a free standing ethanol fireplace, 

enhancing the cosy vibe. Also, Global Home enlisted the help 
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FROM LEFT The four post master bed was intentionally oversized and overstuffed with soft furnishings, making it the most inviting space in the home. | A classic wingtip sits 
by handsome oak accent, mini side-tables; the classy intrusions add further beauty throughout the master room.
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SAY YOU SAW IT IN DECORATIONS
Global Home, www.globalhomeny.com 

FROM LEFT Inspired by secret gentlemen’s clubs, 
a halved bar and a suave trolley flank a pair of 
rugged worn leather armchairs. | The sectional 
couch acts as a casual divisive element between 
the seating and pool areas; here recreation is joined 
by a backdrop with classic cinema posters and 
military regalia encompassing the space. | Part of a 
hallway was redeveloped into a wine tasting room; 
an extension of the wine cellar, the space is made 
entirely out of locally sourced wood.
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of notable designer and fellow Catskills native, Joncy 

Bennett, to help create a custom built-in wine tasting 

room out of the hallway leading to the wine cellar. 

The bar piece and glass door were made from locally 

sourced wood. 

     Each of the existing guestrooms upstairs come 

across as thematically different. Noticing the artwork 

already present in the rooms, the designers decided to 

adapt inspiration from each. One room saw the yellow 

in the main art piece inspire coordinated lighting, 

bright ottomans and chic décor elements. Another 

room with an African poster inspired deeper shades 

like olive and rust red, which Joseph noted aimed to 

capture an ‘Out of Africa’ feel.

     Lastly, the master bedroom was meant to be a quiet 

haven and shut off point from the stresses of life during 

the workweek. An intentionally oversized four-post 

bed was over stuffed with pillows, an attempt to lure 

the owners into a fully restful state sans distraction. 

The side tables, dresser, arm chairs and lamps are the 

most feminine features in the house, while supple warm 

camel toned side tables with antique mirrors permeate 

handsome class.  Another ethanol fireplace is situated 

here- in case it gets extra chilly during the notorious 

Catskill winters!


